
POD CAST SELF-REFLECTION:
1) What do you want your audience to
Know: Learn about palm readings and why they are beneficial to people
Go: To the website or go for a palm reading at Kingston Psychics 
Do: Visit website & sign-up for chance to win
Buy: More palm readings in the future
The objective of the pod cast was to offer listeners information about how palm readings work, advice from an 
expert and the chance for them to experience it themselves. 
2) Target:  
The target audience is women between the ages 40 - 50. Intrigued by mystery, hopefulness, and curiosity. Di-
vorced or single. Needs motivation in life. Believes in psychics. Hopeful about seeing into the future for better 
luck. Middle income class. Lives alone. Has an older child off in college. Has experienced a death in the family. 
Hasn’t had a palm or psychic reading before.
Awareness: Research to resolve. Wants. Appeals to ideal self. Aware of how beneficial it is.
Consideration: Reads reviews, opinions of family & friends. Compare results & experiences
Decision: Book or receive a palm reading. Attend a psychic show. 
Loyalty: Experience, email/ newsletter sign-up, more potential readings in future, mentoring. Loyalty card.
3) Tone:
The tone is informative, relaxing and optimistic. It will also be reassuring. Experts will appear as guests daily to 
provide advice, information, and testimonials. The appeal techniques are fear, humor, and specific emotions. 
Psychic readings can bring up different kinds of emotions depending on results of reading. Also expertise and 
knowledge from guest speakers when it’s informative content.
The audience will be engaged by the call to action. The call to action is asking them to visit the website for a 
chance to win a free palm reading. Appeals to their ideal self. Fulfills the need for people to feel excitement, curi-
osity, and hopefulness. Messaging intends to be calm and reassuring. Will inspire people to get a palm reading.

4) What went well with your experience and what did you find most challenging?
Saying the script without messing up was the most challenging part. It took practice to get it right. Once finding 
a topic or theme, it was easy to write a script. 
5) If you could do it again or had more time, what could or would you improve?
I would improve the quality and length of the pod cast if we had more time. 
6) What interested you most about this assignment or tool and what was your key take-away from this exercise?
The pod cast assignment was interesting to me because it was something new I hadn’t done before. Even though 
we have been taught how to create videos, I would of never thought about trying to make a pod cast. The key-
take away was that there really wasn’t much difference between creating a video and pod cast, and that I now 
know I can create one. It’s form of content marketing that can be used for customer engagement, and awareness.


